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Introduction

GIULIO TONONI

Scientists are finally approaching the relationship between the brain and consciousness in several complementary ways. Over the past 20 years, many have attempted to identify the neural correlates of consciousness (NCC)—the minimal neuronal mechanisms jointly sufficient for any one specific conscious percept. For example, one can examine how brain activity changes when a sensory stimulus is experienced or not, everything else being held as similar as possible. In his chapter, Kreiman illustrates what can be learned through such an approach using binocular rivalry as a case study. He then moves on to consider what we know about the NCC of voluntary actions, which have now been investigated using electroencephalography (EEG), functional MRI (fMRI), and intracranial recordings of neuronal activity.

A complementary strategy is to consider conditions in which consciousness is globally diminished and ask what has changed in the brain. The chapter by Massimini considers the loss of consciousness that occurs in dreamless sleep, in general anesthesia, and after massive brain lesions. Recent work using transcranial magnetic stimulation and high-density EEG shows that level of consciousness can be measured objectively, without requiring behavioral reports, by considering to what extent brain activity is both integrated and differentiated across these diverse conditions and in individual subjects. Demertzi and Laureys examine in detail how a combination of careful clinical tests, passive paradigms that use EEG, positron emission tomography, fMRI, and a combination of transcranial magnetic stimulation and EEG to evaluate brain responses to sensory stimuli, and active paradigms that examine the neural responses to commands in behaviorally unresponsive
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patients, can shed light on level of consciousness. Blumenfeld summarizes what we have learned about how and when consciousness is lost in epileptic seizures such as absences, generalized tonic-clonic seizures, and complex partial seizures. This is an area of study that was nearly nonexistent even 10 years ago, but has by now revealed a remarkable diversity of individual differences in the way consciousness changes during a seizure and in underlying mechanisms.

A further strategy is to try and distinguish consciousness and its neural correlates from other aspects of cognition, both conceptually and experimentally. Tsuchiya and Koch make a strong case for a double dissociation between consciousness and attention. They also point out that some putative NCC may actually be related to stimulus processing or response preparation rather than to consciousness itself. This is a conceptual distinction that will certainly promote new experimental paradigms and lead to much-needed refinements. Kouider and Sackur address another classic distinction in consciousness research—that between phenomenal and access consciousness. They argue instead for a unified framework in which consciousness is pragmatically identified with access to cognitive content, but access itself can be more or less partial, and discuss the underlying neural mechanisms. In Blanke’s survey, one sees clearly how a combination of neuroimaging with clinical and behavioral studies has already refined our understanding of what awareness of the body contributes to consciousness itself, and of how one can distinguish the awareness of one’s body (self-identification), of where it is in space (self-location), and from where one perceives the world (first-person perspective). The chapter by Haggard examines instead the way awareness of agency—the intentional initiation and execution of actions—relates to the underlying brain mechanisms, both in experimental settings and in pathological conditions. He also evaluates what our growing understanding of the control of intention, decision making, action, and movement says about free will and social responsibility.

A final strategy that should complement experimental and clinical studies is the development of a theoretical framework that clarifies what consciousness is, how it can be generated by a physical system, and how it can be measured. This brings us back to the chapter by Massimini, which proposes a theoretically motivated measure of level of consciousness and tests theoretical predictions against data from clinical and experimental neuroscience. Altogether, the section on consciousness shows clearly how much we have learned since the days when research on consciousness was nearly barred from psychology and neuroscience, or banished to the afterthoughts of a textbook, pointing to a future in which consciousness may instead regain its central seat in the cognitive neurosciences.
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Neural Correlates of Consciousness: Perception and Volition

GABRIEL KREIMAN

ABSTRACT: Consciousness is the result of interactions among neuronal networks in our brains. Although our mechanistic understanding of consciousness remains tentative, the last two decades have seen intense and increasing efforts aimed toward elucidating the neural circuits and spatiotemporal dynamics underlying certain aspects of conscious experience. Experimental paradigms such as those involving bistable perception (wherein a constant stimulus can give rise to different percepts), combined with neurophysiological recordings and computational theories, have provided hints at neuronal signals that correlate with subjective perception. It is also revealing to determine which firing patterns do not correlate with consciousness or which ones correlate with preconscious sensations. Both nonconscious and preconscious signals have been described in perceptual studies as well as in studies of volitional decisions. Discriminating neuronal activity linked to internal perceptual changes in the absence of external changes provides empirical constraints and initial glimpses into how signaling cascades in the brain can give rise to consciousness.

The phenomenological feeling of consciousness is central to our moment-to-moment experiences. What we see, hear, feel, or reminisce forms the content of conscious sensations. Most scientists would agree that consciousness is ultimately encoded and orchestrated by the activity of neurons in the brain, but the elucidation of where, when, how, and why neural ensemble dynamics lead to consciousness remains a deep and fundamental mystery.

Our brains are physical entities. In many ways, the chemical components of brains are similar to those encountered in plants and trees and distinct from those in chairs and tables. An important distinguishing feature of the organization of the chemical components in our brains is the existence of interconnected neurons—yet interconnected neural circuits are also present in Caenorhabditis elegans and related worms. Whether the neuronal circuits in worms lead to conscious sensations somewhat akin to the ones experienced by humans is not clear. Out of the bewildering complexity (Tononi, 2004; Tononi & Edelman, 1998) that results from vast numbers of interconnected neurons arises the feelings of love and pain and the capacity to plan our future and prove new mathematical theorems. An elegant theoretical framework to define when, how, and why a given circuit of neurons can give rise to consciousness, whereas an apparently similar circuit or ensemble firing pattern does not has been proposed by Tononi. The theory proposes that “the level of consciousness of a physical system is related to the repertoire of causal states (information) available to the system as a whole (integration)” (2004, p. 253, emphasis in original). This theoretical framework can help distinguish why some physical systems may experience consciousness while others do not, which species can experience consciousness, why different neuronal circuits show distinct contributions to consciousness, and even why different activity patterns in the same neuronal circuit may show different correlations with conscious experience.

To formulate a principled strategy to begin to investigate the problem of which aspects of brain function correlate with specific contents of conscious sensations and which do not, Crick and Koch, 1990, defined the neural correlates of consciousness (NCC). The NCC represents a “minimal set of neuronal events and mechanisms sufficient for a specific conscious percept” (Koch, 2005). Over the last two decades, growing enthusiasm and blossoming efforts have capitalized on tools to interrogate brain activity at the circuit level in order to take initial steps toward investigating the NCC.

There are multiple fascinating aspects of conscious experience that need to be explained. We focus the discussion here on two of them, sensory perception and volition. With some degree of approximation, we can think of these as representative of brain input and output, respectively. We aim to provide an overview of the advances, difficulties, experiments, and theories that have shaped the discussions around the relationship between neural activity and conscious perception in a few specific instances, which we cover more thoroughly at the expense of other themes in the field. In doing so, we are not doing justice to a large body of heroic efforts. We refer the reader to several reviews (see Baars, 1989; Blanke, 2012; Blumenfeld, 2011; Cotterill, 2001; Crick, Koch, Kreiman, & Fried, 2004;

Articulating a set of requisites to guide the search for neural correlates of consciousness

It is helpful to ponder what it would take to understand the neural circuits that orchestrate a given aspect of consciousness. For the sake of argument, let us consider a given putative NCC for a certain percept P. The putative NCC could take the form of activity from a particular subset of neurons, in a specific brain area, at a certain time point and with a structured firing pattern (Koch, 2005). We discuss below what we do and do not know about those neurons, areas, times, and patterns; for the moment, we refer to these as putative NCC for short. We are also not specifying what the percept P is. As an example and to frame the discussion, consider the perception of a given face. What sort of evidence would reinforce our belief in a certain activity pattern to be part of the NCC? To a reasonable first-order approximation, we can borrow from the articulation of requisites to correlate neurophysiological responses with behavior (Parker & Newsome, 1998):

1. Activity in the putative NCC should correlate with the percept P. The putative NCC should be elicited by any situation that leads to percept P (e.g., presentation of stimulus P, visual imagery of P, dreaming about P, perception of P during a bistable perception or a masking experiment, etc.).

2. Conversely, the putative NCC should not be elicited by situations that do not lead to percept P regardless of the presence or absence of P (e.g., presentation of a different percept Q, perception of Q during a bistable perception test even when the stimulus that would otherwise lead to P may be present on the screen, etc.). Note that the same neurons can still be involved in representing P and not P as long as the NCC as a whole is correlated only with P.

3. No NCC, no consciousness. If we somehow abolish the activity related to the NCC, we expect to observe a concomitant impairment in consciousness. Abolishing activity could take the form of a deliberate lesion in animal models, a certain neurological condition in patients, pharmacological interventions, optogenetic interventions, and so on.

4. Activation of the NCC should lead to the percept P. This activation could be caused by presentation of an external stimulus, electrical stimulation, optogenetic techniques, or any other means. According to this proposal, how the NCC is activated is not relevant; detection of the NCC implies eliciting percept P.

This set of requirements implies that we should be able to “read out” percepts P by interrogating neural activity patterns. We should only be able to detect NCC whenever the subject experiences P. Detecting the NCC in the absence of percept P or vice versa would violate (1–4). Violations of (1–4) suggest that we have not fully captured the NCC. Admittedly, this is a tall order.

Consciousness and perception

We focus here on the quest to characterize the neuronal circuits involved in eliciting visual percepts because there has been more work in this domain. Several aspects of the discussion here will also be applicable to other sensory modalities, and perhaps even to other aspects of conscious experience. Following on the definition outlined above for the NCC, we seek to describe the correlates of a specific visual percept (say, seeing a particular face) in terms of specific brain areas, neuronal types, ensemble activity patterns, and timing.

Visual inputs are rapidly transformed into conscious perception. Visual signals impinging on the retinae go through a cascade of processes that lead to perception in a fraction of a second (Blumberg & Kreiman, 2010; Hung, Kreiman, Poggio, & DiCarlo, 2005; Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Liu, Agam, Madsen, & Kreiman, 2009; Logothetis & Sheinberg, 1996; Schmolesky et al., 1998; Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 1996; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2002). When exactly perception arises along this rapid and approximately hierarchical sequence of steps remains unclear (Baars, 1989; Fisch et al., 2009; Koch, 2005). A rough outline of the brain areas and pathways involved in this cascade has been documented through anatomical and physiological studies, particularly in monkeys (Bullier, 2001; Felleman & Van Essen, 1991). Significant efforts are currently being directed toward describing these cascades in rodents (Wang & Burkhalter, 2007). Due to the difficulties inherent in anatomical mapping and neurophysiological recordings, much less is known about the architecture of the human visual system.

Information from the retina is needed to trigger a visual percept, yet several arguments suggest that we are not directly aware of the activity of neurons in our retinae. Investigators have argued that one of the requirements for the NCC is that of an explicit representation. A set of neurons is said to explicitly represent a certain aspect of information y if an accurate estimate of y can be obtained by a one-layer network acting on
Information about local contrast changes is explicitly encoded in the retina. Information about the presence or absence of a face is not explicitly encoded in the retina (even though the information can be decoded from retinal activity through a cascade of multiple operations). Several aspects of the properties of retinal photoreceptors argue against their explicit representation of conscious information: (1) retinal photoreceptors can follow rapid spatiotemporal changes that we are not aware of (e.g., a monitor’s refresh rate); (2) there are no photoreceptors at the blind spot, but we do not see a hole in the corresponding location in an image; (3) there is no feedback to the retina from other parts of the brain; (4) visual percepts can be elicited through imagery or dreaming in the absence of retinal activation; (5) the type of visual information that we are typically conscious of cannot be decoded in a single step from the retina; (vi) retinal photoreceptors show major activity changes in response to multiple small eye movements that we constantly make and that we are completely unaware of. Similar comments can be made about the output cells in the retina (retinal ganglion cells) as well as their target cells in the thalamus (within the lateral geniculate nucleus, or LGN). Several, but not all, of these arguments are also pertinent in the case of primary visual cortex (V1; Crick & Koch, 1995; Leopold, 2012).

**Experimental Paradigms**

As we ascend through the visual hierarchy, neuronal responses become more sophisticated, and the neurons’ firing preferences gradually begin to acquire some of the properties that we associate with our subjective visual percepts (Connor, Brincat, & Pasupathy, 2007; Logothetis & Sheinberg, 1996; Tanaka, 1996). The arguments used above to rule out a role for the retina or LGN in conscious perception lose their weight, and there is a need to use more sophisticated experimental paradigms in an attempt to dissociate perception and sensory inputs. Common to many of these empirical approaches is to consider two conditions in which the external inputs are identical, where other internal variables are as similar as possible and the percepts are different (Kim & Blake, 2005). Consider the famous Necker cube (figure 68.1), which can be perceived in two different configurations. Let us assume that fixation, attention, arousal, and other variables are identical in two trials in which the viewer perceives the two different possible configurations (figure 68.1B, C). By assumption (identical fixation), retinal activity should be similar in both trials (except that neurons are capricious and may not show the exact same spiking pattern in two seemingly identical trials, not even in the retina; see, e.g., Van Steveninck, Lewen, Strong, Koberle, & Bialek, 1997). Yet, for the percept to be distinct in the two conditions, something must be different in the brain.

![Figure 68.1](image.png)

**Figure 68.1** Example of bistable percepts. A. The Necker cube can be interpreted in two possible configurations (A1 and A2). Upon viewing the Necker cube, subjects can voluntarily switch from one configuration to the other (bottom). B. Monocular rivalry. Upon fixating on the grid of horizontal red lines and vertical blue lines, subjects report a percept that alternates between predominantly blue lines (B1) and predominantly red lines (B2). C. Binocular rivalry. When presenting different stimuli to each eye, subjects report a percept that alternates between the two inputs (C1, C2) in a seemingly random fashion. During binocular rivalry, it is difficult to voluntarily switch between the two percepts. (See color plate 59.)
We know almost nothing about what changes in cortex when perception switches while viewing the Necker cube. A few other paradigms have proven more fruitful for investigation. We focus below on discussing bistable percepts, including binocular rivalry (Blake & Logothetis, 2002), flash suppression (Wilke, Logothetis, & Leopold, 2003; Wolfe, 1984), and structure from motion (Bradley, Chang, & Andersen, 1998). Several other experimental paradigms have been examined, including near-threshold or degraded stimulation, visual crowding, visual masking (Kouider & Dehaene, 2007; Macknik, 2006), and different forms of transiently induced “blindness” such as motion-induced blindness (Bonneh, Cooperman, & Sagi, 2001), inattentive blindness (Rees, Russell, Frith, & Driver, 1999), change blindness (O’Regan, Rensink, & Clark, 1999; Simons & Rensink, 2005), and the attentional blink (Raymond, Shapiro, & Arnell, 1992; Sergent, Baillé, & Dehaene, 2005).

**Neurophysiological Changes Correlated with Bistable Percepts**

Several experimental paradigms exploit the observation that our brains impose a single interpretation on the outside world at any given time (figure 68.1). In cases where the visual input is ambiguous and is compatible with two (or more) different possible interpretations, our brains settle on one of them. Under many circumstances, this decision is only transient, and our brains may toggle between one interpretation and the other. The Necker cube discussed above constitutes one such case. In ambiguous depth from motion stimuli, a set of dots is set to rotate in such a way that the image can be interpreted to rotate in either of two possible directions (Bradley et al., 1998; Siegel & Andersen, 1988). Another example is the phenomenon of monocular rivalry (Campbell & Howell, 1972; figure 68.1B). Consider a grid of horizontal red bars and vertical blue bars; perception mostly alternates between horizontal red bars or vertical blue bars at the expense of an interpretation containing both horizontal and vertical bars. Rivalry is much stronger when elicited in a binocular fashion. Binocular rivalry arises when a stimulus R is shown to the right eye and a different stimulus L is shown to the left eye (figure 68.1C). Typically, perception alternates between R and L in a seemingly random fashion. The rate of alternation depends on the characteristics of R and L. In a trivial case, if L is blank, R completely dominates perception (e.g., if you cover the left eye). If R and L are very large (say more than 5–6 degrees of visual angle), in addition to perceptual alterations, parts of the image are perceived as a mixture of R and L (known as piecemeal rivalry). Stimuli with high contrast typically dominate perception. The psychophysics of binocular rivalry and the variables that govern dominance and alterations have been carefully studied (Alais & Blake, 2005).

Which neuronal changes accompany the perceptual changes evident upon viewing bistable stimuli? Access to neuronal responses in the human brain is rather limited (Engel, Moll, Fried, & Ojemann, 2005; Kreiman, 2007; Mukamel & Fried, 2012); most neurophysiological studies of binocular rivalry to date have focused on examining responses in macaque monkeys. Before delving into the neurophysiological responses in macaque monkeys, it is important to ask whether monkeys perceive bistable stimuli in the same way that humans do. Because it is difficult to access subjective experiences in monkeys, investigators have used ingenious controls and behavioral measurements to evaluate perceptual alternations while monkeys view bistable stimuli. For example, embedded within a binocular rivalry experiment are catch trials consisting of monocular stimulus presentation where there is no ambiguity about what the behavioral responses should be. Throughout these studies, the answer is consistently that monkeys seem to perceive changes in the interpretation of bistable stimuli in the same way that humans do (Libedinsky, Savage, & Livingstone, 2009; Macknik & Livingstone, 1998; Myerson, Mieziz, & Allman, 1981; Sheinberg & Logothetis, 1997; Siegel & Andersen, 1988).

In binocular rivalry experiments, ascending through the visual hierarchy, there is a progressive increase in the proportion of neurons that show a correlation with perception (Leopold & Logothetis, 1999). While binocularly presenting orthogonal drifting gratings to fixating monkeys, none of the neurons in the LGN showed any evidence of alternations indicative of binocular rivalry (but it should be noted that monkeys were passively fixating and not reporting their perceptual alterations; Lehky & Maunsell, 1996). Similar conclusions were reached in a motion-induced perceptual suppression experiment wherein the activity of LGN neurons did not correlate with subjective perception, but pulvinar neurons did (Wilke, Mueller, & Leopold, 2009).

Logothetis and colleagues conducted an elegant series of experiments in monkeys that were trained to report their alternating percepts during binocular rivalry by pressing and holding levers. In primary visual cortex, only about 18% of the neurons showed perceptual modulation (Leopold, 2012; Leopold & Logothetis, 1996). This small percentage of neurons showing perceptual modulation in primary visual cortex is consistent with the idea that perceptual alternations arise from competitive mechanisms beyond V1 (Leopold & Logothetis, 1996, 1999; Logothetis, Leopold, &
also similar claims in the LGN: Wunderlich, Schneider, Blake, Braun, & Heeger, 2000; Tong & Engel, 2001; seeception (Haynes, Deichmann, & Rees, 2005; Polonsky, primary visual cortex also correlates with subjective per
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evidence that neuronal activity in the primary visual cortex reflect feedback modulation from
higher visual areas after perceptual rivalry has been resolved, consistent with the notion that V1 does not have a direct role in visual awareness (Crick & Koch, 1995; Leopold, 2012).

Strong modulation in blood flow signals in early visual areas in the absence of concomitant strong modulation at the spike level has also been observed in studies of attentional modulation (Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Reynolds & Chelazzi, 2004). It has been argued that modulatory changes observed during binocular rivalry experiments could reflect attentional fluctuations (Macknik & Martinez-Conde, 2009). The extent to which attention and awareness can be dissociated has been a matter of significant debate (Dehaene & Changeux, 2011; Koch & Tsuchiya, 2012; Posner, 1994). Under most everyday circumstances, attention and awareness go hand in hand, yet psychophysical experiments suggest that it is possible to attend to a stimulus even in the absence of awareness (e.g., Koch & Tsuchiya, 2012; van Boxtel, Tsuchiya, & Koch, 2010). Furthermore, a functional imaging study showed that blood flow signals in V1 are modulated by attention but not by changes in awareness (Watanabe et al., 2011). These results are consistent with recent neurophysiological recordings that lend further support to distinct signals giving rise to attentional modulation and awareness (Maier, 2012).

Other factors beyond attention can also influence the relationship between neuronal activity and awareness. The discussion in the previous section described differences in the correlations between subjective perception
Consciousness and volition

Consciousness is clearly not restricted to awareness of sensory events. At the other end of the sensory/motor spectrum, volitional actions carry a strong sensation of ownership (e.g., “I want to raise my hand”). Before discussing the neuronal manifestations that correlate with our awareness of intention to act, we need to discuss the controversial notion that our volition and intentions are dictated by neurons.

Volition and Free Will. Studying the neural signatures that correlate with consciousness about volitional actions may have important implications in settling the age-old questions about “free will.” Intuitively defined, the word “free” associated with will implies that, for most of our actions, we experience the strong subjective feeling that we could have opted to act otherwise (see also Haggard, chapter 75 in this volume). If we are asked to pick between a blue pen and a black pen and we pick the black one, it seems that we might as well have picked the blue one.

The extent to which free will is truly free or merely an illusion has been a matter of debate for millennia, with strong advocates on both sides (for an overview, see Haggard, 2008; Heisenberg, 2009). At least two main cautionary notes should be discussed here. The first involves the distinction between “determinism” and “chaos.” A system is said to be deterministic if its future state is entirely defined by the initial conditions (and any external forces). A system is said to be chaotic if it displays extreme sensitivity to initial conditions (minuscule differences in the initial state can lead to widely different future states, as in the famous parable of the butterfly effect; Devaney, 2003). These two words are not antagonistic. A system can be both deterministic and chaotic. Consider the act of flipping a coin: obtaining heads or tails can depend on a lot of factors (exact initial angle, torque, speed, wind, properties of the surface where the coin lands, etc.) but the physics underlying the problem are well defined and purely deterministic. Nobody would claim that the coin “wanted” to land on heads. The other cautionary note has to do with computability. There are many reasons why certain functions may be difficult (or impossible) to compute: there are problems that are not computable (Garey & Johnson, 1979), and there are computable problems that require unrealistic computational resources or data that we do not have access to. Chaos and questions about computational resources may make it very difficult and perhaps impractical to make predictions in certain systems but neither speaks against determinism or in favor of free will.

Neurophysiological Correlates of Volitional Decisions. The majority of studies about decision making have focused on situations in which a cue indicates the target behavior. The cue may be noisy, interpreting the cue may require training and memory, and the relationship between the cue and reward could be a probabilistic one. Yet common to many of these experiments are a temporal trigger and an incentive to choose one action versus another. In contrast, the study of volitional decisions requires situations where different actions are equally likely and attractive.

A few studies in macaque monkeys have examined neurophysiological responses in the parietal and frontal cortex while monkeys performed volitional decisions (Maimon & Assad, 2006a, 2006b; Okano & Tanji, 1987; Romo & Schultz, 1992). Single neurons in the lateral intraparietal area, cortical area 5, the basal ganglia, and frontomotor areas exhibited gradual increases in firing rate during execution of volitional arm movements. Some of the neurons showed activation during both visually triggered movements and proactive movements. However, the slow ramp in firing rates was characteristic of internally generated movements only. This slow increase in activity is reminiscent of gradual changes in scalp electroencephalographic signals in the human brain during execution of volitional movements (Brass & Haggard, 2008; Deecke et al., 1987; Haggard, 2008). In a variant of this type of experiment,
Libet asked subjects to tap their index finger at will and also report the time of their intention to act based on an analog clock present on the screen during the experiment (Libet, 1985; Libet, Gleason, Wright, & Pearl, 1983). These experiments revealed that the averaged scalp electroencephalographic signals preceded the conscious intention of the urge to move by several hundreds of milliseconds. The interpretation of these experiments has been the subject of much debate in the field (e.g., see Libet, 1985, 2002, and discussions in the same issue).

In a recent study, Fried and colleagues took advantage of a rare clinical opportunity to record from >1,000 neurons in the human frontal and temporal lobes when subjects performed willed action and reported the time of volition onset, as in the Libet experiment. Consistent with earlier studies using noninvasive methods, they found evidence at the single neuron level in humans for an anatomically localized early frontal cortex signal that preceded conscious will. Over a time period of ~1,500 msec prior to the awareness of will, an increasing number of neurons in two specific brain regions, the supplementary motor area and anterior cingulate cortex, were progressively recruited. The subjectively reported onset of volition could be accurately predicted on a single trial basis based on neural activity in the supplementary motor area well before the subject’s awareness. Based on these findings, the authors proposed a computational model and a biophysically plausible mechanism for the emergence of conscious will in humans based on progressive recruitment of neuronal ensembles in frontal cortex until a threshold is crossed. The model is consistent with the notion that the all-or-none nature of consciousness is the result of gradual accumulation reaching a threshold (Crick & Koch, 2003). Furthermore, in another study, Fried showed that electrical stimulation in the human supplementary motor area triggered an “urge” to perform motor actions (Fried et al., 1991).

Outlook

The fundamental problem of understanding how neuronal circuits give rise to conscious sensations has risen from nebulous beginnings and debates to become a major effort in cognitive neuroscience. Progress in the field should be interpreted with cautious optimism. Caution is important because this is undoubtedly a difficult problem, and current theories are as diverse as they could be. And yet there is optimism and steady progress. The last two decades have seen the blossoming of a young generation of energetic and heroic investigators who have dared to ask difficult questions and approach them with a new arsenal of tools that is making rapid strides in elucidating other aspects of cognition, including multielectrode arrays, computational modeling, microstimulation, optogenetics, and so on.

Advances and controversies in trying to correlate neural signals and conscious perception have led to a theoretical framework that provides quantitative definitions of how neuronal interactions could lead to consciousness (Tononi, 2004). Additionally, initial but significant steps have been made toward better defining questions about conscious processing (e.g., dissociating pure attentional effects from conscious perception; Koch and Tsuchiya, 2012), toward sharpening experimental tools (e.g., noticing that blood flow signals may not reveal underlying spiking; Maier, 2008), and toward a richness of experimental paradigms and approaches (Dehaene & Changeux, 2011).

There is currently significant excitement in cognitive neuroscience with the advent of tools that enable the manipulation of circuits at unprecedented resolution (e.g., Han et al., 2009). These tools open the doors to exciting and promising opportunities to attempt to transiently inactivate and also directly stimulate local circuits, and thus bias subjective decisions in ways that have not been possible before. While it is anyone’s guess whether the quest for the NCC will be resolved in the near future, there is no question that we should expect fascinating surprises and novel insights in the community’s efforts to elucidate how physical systems lead to consciousness.
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